DETEGO InStore Lean Edition
Quick start into the digital store

A lean start
Exact inventories
High article availability
Fast implementation
Slim budget

Many fashion retailers struggle with the lack of an accurate stock view. Detego supports retailers in changing this fact
in order to provide their customers with better service as well as maintain more efficient processes in the store
and beyond. However, these changes should take place without long-term implementation efforts or large
investments. Ideally with the option to start with an individual store and to easily scale across the entire store network.
The Detego InStore Lean Edition exactly satisfies this need. It allows fashion retailers a quick start into the digital store –
whether RFID based processes are already implemented or just in the planning phase. Benefits are visible immediately.

Fashion retailers benefit from...
•

Quick start for exact inventories using RFID
based stock management

•

Start small, scale big 				
(1 store |> 100 stores | > 1,000 stores)

•

> 99% inventory accuracy and high article
availability to boost sales

•

Maximum ROI

•

Scalability from Detego InStore Lean Edition
to Detego InStore Full Edition at any time

•

Open APIs

•

Suitable for: Fashion retailers with large store
networks, franchise- and concession stores

>99% Inventory accuracy

Replenishment advice for
sales personnel

Scalability in all directions
The Detego InStore Lean Edition is based on two fundamental pillars that guarantee the success of the store: Inventory
accuracy and product availability on the sales floor.
In order to enable a smooth start, the integration into existing systems and processes is straightforward. The necessary
data exchange is easy to establish by means of an intuitive API.
Once this step is done, retailers have the opportunity to add more functionalities. A subsequent smooth migration to the
comprehensive Detego InStore Full Edition as well as a fully integrated inventory management solution along the entire
supply chain is possible at any time.

LEAN EDITION

FULL EDITION

All functionalities of the Lean Edition plus:

Inventory Management

• Stock accuracy
• Product availability on the sales floor

Efficient Processes
Support for all processes in the store
to increase efficiency

•

Omnichannel-Services
Inbound / Outbound
Integrated processes for goods
inbound and outbound

• Click & Collect, Return-to-Store,

•

Ship-from-Store etc.

Analytics

Comprehensive Analytics Functionalities
Inventory accuracy and article
availability on the sales floor

• Store Performance
• Inventories

•

• Store Performance: Comparison,
benchmarking and clustering

Predictive Analytics

• Optimum inventory cycles based on AI
algorithms

• Replenishment performance
• Aging structure of articles
• Detailed “Track & Trace” at item-level

Integration

• Open APIs
Hosting Model

• SaaS - Hosted & Fully Managed

RFID enabled checkout
Various Deployment Models:
Hosted-, managed services,
on-premises or hybrid

•

The Detego InStore Lean Edition enables a fast and cost-effective introduction and is a future-proof solution due to its
scalability.
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